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Efficiency has become the most sought after outcome for security operations teams.
The ideal state is a self-learning environment with automated analysis, triage, and
remediation. Full attainment of this ideal will likely forever remain out of reach,
however incremental improvements in operational efficiencies are well in reach.
Nevertheless, unknowingly, many security operations teams seeking improvements
move in an opposing direction, negating the efficiencies they were aiming to gain.
Organizations have too many tools, few of which are integrated, generating too many alerts for
understaffed teams to triage. Strategies like this may have worked in the past to achieve incremental
improvements in the efficacy of the security program, but they are not guaranteed to continue working
in the future. Add to this the fact that cloud, mobile, social media, IoT and big data have profoundly
expanded the attack surface in the latest cyber super cycle, and it’s no surprise organizations continue
to increase the number of tools in their security infrastructure. Also no surprise is the amount of
cybersecurity spending growing at over a 29% CAGR (Momentum Cyber) yet organizations are barely
keeping up with the increasing threat landscape.
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Cybersecurity spending is growing at over a 29% CAGR yet organizations are
barely keeping up with the increasing threat landscape.
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Mementum Cyber: The Evolution of Cyber “Super Cycles
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Optiv regularly observes client security operations
built from a patchwork of multiple-dozens of
different tools. Organizations don’t have enough
resources to configure, tune, and monitor the
toolsets that comprise their security infrastructure.
CSO Online states the average enterprise is running
75 security tools in their environment. Meanwhile,
all of these diverse toolsets create data and alerts
without context of the environment as a whole.
The strategy of adding new tools to solve each
new problem cannot continue. Take for example
the universal movement to add SIEMs to the
security stack. SIEMs were one of the first tools
to attempt to ingest, aggregate, and normalize
all of the logs being created in an environment.
SIEMs have proven to be essential technology
for the initial aggregation of data, however, there
are limitations on the degree that organizations
have been able to operationalize the technology
for triaging true positive security events.

75

The average number
of security tools in an
enterprise’s environment.
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Triaging events involves several repetitive low value tasks that grow exponentially with each new
alert. Human error and oversight increases as the backlog of alerts pending triage grows. Even with
a SIEM in place, triage will still involve manually logging into multiple systems to gather additional
information. Adding more staff won’t help, even if you can find skilled resources to hire. According
to recent studies, there is a Cybersecurity talent gap that exists across the entire country, where
security staffing shortages are currently at approximately 747K (Momentum Cyber 2018 Almanac)
and projected to hit 1.8 million by 2022 (Global Information Security Workforce Study).
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How does an enterprise get out of this cycle of
adding disparate tools and a growing backlog
of alerts? To overcome these problems security
operations teams must focus on technical and
operational efficiencies. Efficiencies can be gained
in different ways and to varying degrees based on
the approach taken.
Technical efficiencies can be gained by keeping
the existing solutions in the environment up
to date and utilizing the new feature sets that
manufacturers have introduced, namely including
machine learning. Where possible, gains can
also be made by embracing single-manufacturer
platforms, however this is difficult for most
organizations that purchased based on best-ofbreed capabilities.
Operational efficiencies can be gained through
integration, which allows for automation and
orchestration. Once these gains have been
realized, to maintain operational efficiencies,
organizations should embrace continuous
security validation.

TECHNICAL
Machine Learning
Single Manufacture
Platforms

OPERATIONAL
Automation
Orchestration
Continuous Security
Validation
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 1

Machine
Learning
Machine Learning (ML) and other Artificial
Intelligence (AI) approaches have become
a “table stakes” feature in cyber security
toolsets.
Applying machine learning within the cyber security
problem space is no longer a niche solution confined
to a single use case. ML capabilities are being
implemented in every security tool category. ML/AI
technologies can recognize patterns and outliers that
humans cannot efficiently analyze. Complementing
the deluge of security alerts, ML operates best at
scale. Security tools and analysts make thousands of
decisions daily. ML accelerates the decision-making
process. The efficiencies gained by accelerating the
decision-making process is the outcome CISOs are
seeking.

OPTIV RECOMMENDS:

Focus on utilizing ML technologies across the
security environment. Enabling ML features can
accelerate the decisions made during prevention,
detection and response more effectively than
adding resources or net new toolsets. Focus on
where ML can save time and improve
performance and less on deciphering
mathematical algorithms and the learning
processes that drive the models.
According to Gartner, by 2018, 25% of security
products used for detection will have some
form of machine learning built into them.*
This forecast was made in 2016, and we would
argue that perhaps Gartner will be proven
conservative based on what we are seeing in the
market. Security technology firms are scrambling
to advance native ML/AI capabilities or acquire
companies toward that objective. While the
universe of independent ML/AI players in
security is shrinking for this reason, Optiv sales
for a representative group of ML/AI specialists
increased more than 100% in 2017. *Gartner:
The Fast-Evolving State of Security Analytics,
2016, April 2016, Refreshed August 2017.
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 2

A Single
Platform
In many cases, cyber security manufacturers
are trying to build in efficiencies by
bringing all the capabilities of the security
infrastructure into a single platform.

OPTIV RECOMMENDS:

To realize the efficiencies of an interconnected
platform, organizations should ensure they are
fully utilizing the integration capabilities that the
platform enables. Software and or policy updates
are usually required to access the connectivity
features of each point product. Working with
an expert solution architect will provide a
jump start for organizations seeking to take
advantage of these advanced feature sets.

In this scenario, they help organizations advance toward
efficiency by attempting to consolidate functionality
into their eco-system of products. Companies like
McAfee, Symantec and Cisco have been doing this for
years. Palo Alto Networks, Qualys and VMWare have
been aggressively acquiring and building new features,
creating their own platforms. This trend is also evident
in the endpoint security space. Crowdstrike and Cylance
are expanding their product offerings from their original
single use technologies into platform technologies. The
degree that an enterprise will be able to take advantage
of platforms to gain efficiencies will vary based on prior
purchasing behavior. An enterprise that pursued vendor
consolidation and selected a platform provider has the
ability to utilize integrations available within the ecosystem. Those that used best-of-breed selection criteria
will have to pursue third-party integration solutions.
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 3

Security Tech.
Integration
It is inherently inefficient to review alerts and
gather data from several systems for every
new alert.
Yet, this activity is commonplace. Even with the assistance
of SIEMs aggregating and enriching data with threat
intelligence, effective triage still requires an abundance of
manual information gathering. Often this requires logging
into and reviewing data in several consoles. As an alternative
to manually extracting data, most cyber security technologies
have Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Solution
providers claim that security practitioners can just tap into
the API, where data can be pushed or pulled, to achieve
outcomes that extend the system’s native capabilities. While
the potential of creating an integrated solution exists, it can
be difficult to achieve.
Imagine a truly integrated security stack, where for
example endpoint technologies could give data to network
technologies and vice versa, to take action. Aggregated
threat intelligence could automatically provide enforcement
and containment capabilities in real time by providing
policy updates based on collected artifacts with no humans
involved. Commonplace scenarios, such as an infected
endpoint that is beaconing to a known command-and-control
host, could kick off network and host firewall containment
actions. Automated remediation could even be realized by
instantly kicking off a reimaging task.

OPTIV RECOMMENDS:

Optiv has found that while most tools have APIs,
many of the APIs are limited, some do not have
adequate documentation or simply do not work
in a manner that is congruent with the goals
of the integration. Buyers should increase the
weight of the importance of API functionality
when performing product selection.

Predict

Prevent
Continuous
Monitoring and
Analytics

Respond

Detect

The rise of cloud and API centric ecosystems
drive adaptive architecture.
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 3
Security Tech. Integration

Automation
and
Orchestration
Security Automation and Orchestration
(SAO) tools create efficiencies in the
movement of data between toolsets.
SAO tools are rapidly being included into traditional
SIEM/analytics feature sets. The benefits of implementing
these tools can include threat prioritization, capability
amplification, labor reduction, and consistent workflow.
The major incumbents in the SAO sector include IBM
(Resilient), Splunk (Phantom), and Microsoft (Hexadite)
while some of the top private contenders include
Demisto, D3 Security, Siemplify, and Syncurity.
Driven by the aforementioned benefits, SAO is a rapidly
growing component of security services and technology
portfolio. Optiv is seeing investments in this area growing
in triple-digits percentage growth.

SECURITY OPERATIONS AND INCIDENT RESPONSE
The cyber talent shortage and increasing cyber threat
landscape will accelerate the move toward
Orchestration and Automation of SOC activities.

$1.7B

By 2020

15%
The SAO market size is
expected to grow more than
double by 2021 to $1.7B

Organizations with a security team
larger than ﬁve people will leverage
SAO tools for orchestration and
automation reasons, up from less
than 1% today.
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Momentum Cyber: Cybersecurity Snapshot April 2018
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 3
Security Tech. Integration

One Optiv client observed substantial improvements in
security operations effectiveness over 3 months. Optiv
research found a 96% reduction in the average time
to triage an alert after implementing automated
workflows. With automated alert processing, and the
seamless integration of additional decision analysis
(including external threat intelligence), false positives
were reduced to a minimum. Alert prioritization further
improved SOC analyst productivity. Not surprisingly, the
average time to detect critical alerts drastically improved
by approximately an order of magnitude. More accurate,
higher fidelity alert generation created a decision
advantage.
These observations are further supported by independent
analysis from Ponemon which confirms the benefits of
cyber automation. Ponemon calculates these tools can
reduce by 80% the hours spent evaluating intelligence,
sifting through false positives, and remediating infected
devices. (Source: Ponemon Reducing Cybersecurity Costs
& Risk through Automation Technologies (November
2017)).
Lastly, not only are security operators highly valuing the
use of these technologies, but investors are also seeing
handsome returns for their SAO portfolio companies.
Most notably and recently, Phantom Cyber exited for
$350M to Splunk, which followed Hexadite’s $100M
exit to Microsoft.

OPTIV RECOMMENDS:

While SAO tools represent a powerful capability,
creating the individual playbooks and responses can
take enormous amounts of development time using
trial and error methods. It is highly recommended
that organizations use a partner that has experience,
having built and tested these integrations across a
wide selection of diverse environments.

96%

reduction in
average time to
triage an alert
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 3
Security Tech. Integration

Security Automation and Orchestration
(SAO) increase efficiency, analyst
capabilities and quality in the following
areas:

AUTOMATION AND ORCHESTRATION
Orchestration and
Automation

Data Lake
and Analytics

√T
 hreat Prioritization- Contextualized prioritization
of threats
√C
 apability Amplification (CA)
√3
 D (Data Driven Decisions)
√C
 onsistency- Containment, machine driven
methodology and speed

Threat
Intelligence

√C
 omplex and unique detection capabilities
√ Integration of tools

SOC
Collaboration

Next Gen.
Security
Operations

√ Broken access
√W
 orkbench- Efficient, unified user interface and
case management
√ L abor Reduction > Improved KPIs

Business
KPIs
Advanced
Controls

Software-driven
capabilities
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EFFICIENCY SOLUTION 4

Continuous
Security
Validation
Even after operational baselines have been
achieved, most organizations will still be
impacted by drift over time.
Changes to infrastructure and security controls are almost
a daily occurrence. Unfortunately, regression testing
and configuration management against those changes
is infrequent. When regression testing is performed, it
proves to be very difficult, manual and time consuming.
Over time, ill-advised or poorly planned changes to the
security infrastructure without validating the controls,
have been the causes of some of the largest breaches.
Continuous Security Validation (CSV) tools are a more
efficient alternative to manual regression testing. The
major incumbents in the Attack Simulation and
Continuous Security Validation sectors include Rapid7
(Metasploit), Verodin, and Qualys while some of the
next generation privately funded contenders include
Attack IQ, RiskSense, SafeBreach, XM Cyber, and
Cronus Cyber.

OPTIV RECOMMENDS:

Organizations can gain efficiencies by running attack
simulations that validate the controls in place before
and after changes are made in the environment.
CSV tools can also be used when new security
technologies are deployed in the environment to
validate that the technology is properly configured.

Easily
repeatable

Modeling
advanced
attackers

4

1

5

5 Steps for
Continuous
Security
Validation:

Consistent
data set

2

Verified
use case

3
Fundamentals
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About Optiv
Every day Optiv works with enterprises on their journey to efficiency. Optiv Security
is a security solutions integrator that enables clients to significantly reduce enterprise
risk by taking an inside-out approach to cyber security. Optiv starts with the core
requirements of every enterprise business and risk mitigation strategy, and builds
outward toward infrastructure rationalization, operations optimization, and ongoing
measurement. The idea is each enterprise will have a proactive and measurable
security program that is highly effective and sustainable.
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Want to learn more?
Next Gen Security
Operations Video

Security Automation and
Orchestration Briefing

2018 Cyber Threat
Intelligence Estimate

Cybersecurity
Almanac | 2018

Cybersecurity MidYear Review | 2018

Cybersecurity Market
Review | Q1 2018

Looking to improve efficiency across your information security program?
Schedule your complimentary Optiv Security Program Foundational Assessment.
LEARN MORE >

1144 15th Street, Suite 2900, Denver, CO 80202
800.574.0896 | www.optiv.com

Optiv is a market-leading provider of end-to-end cyber security solutions. We help clients plan,
build and run successful cyber security programs that achieve business objectives through our
depth and breadth of cyber security offerings, extensive capabilities and proven expertise in cyber
security strategy, managed security services, incident response, risk and compliance, security
consulting, training and support, integration and architecture services, and security technology.
Optiv maintains premium partnerships with more than 350 of the leading security technology
manufacturers. For more information, visit www.optiv.com or follow us at www.twitter.com/optiv,
www.facebook.com/optivinc and www.linkedin.com/company/optiv-inc.
© 2018 Optiv Security Inc. All Rights Reserved.

101 2nd Street, Suite 1275, San Francisco, CA 94105
415.738.7739 | www.momentumcyber.com

Momentum Cyber is the premier trusted advisor to the cybersecurity industry providing bespoke
high-impact advice combined with tailored, senior-level access. The firm was founded by worldclass operators and advisors and caters to the unique needs of both earlier stage Founders, CEOs,
& Boards as well as the complexity of later stage & public companies throughout their lifecycle –
Incubation to Exit. Headquartered in San Francisco with operations globally, the founding team
has closed over 250 transactions totaling over $250 billion in value. For more information, visit
www.momentumcyber.com or follow us at www.linkedin.com/company/momentumcyber
© 2018 Momentum Cybersecurity Group. All Rights Reserved
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